
SHAKUNTALA CUE SHEET Lighting Designer: Elise Rosado with Programmer: Vik Padilla

Cue Notes Called On Timing Channel Info

0.1 dimmer check 

0.2 home 

0.3 preset for house (follow cue)

0.4 Preshow cue

0.5 House management speech cue 

0.6
Out of House manager speech (black out fully for top of 
show) 

1 (dance 1) Shakuntala between up stage pillars top of show 
1.1 as voice over starts top of show

5 sec build
Auras in beam pal #1, color pal 

#3 

2 (dance (1) purple shift 
with cue for Dance 1 music 

5 sec Auras in color pal #1

3 (dance 1) Shak. face illuminated 

As Shakuntala turns to face the 
audience 3 sec Warm FL system

4
dance 1) space grows warmer as Shakuntala moves further in 
the space 

As Shakuntala walks forward 
further into the pillars 2 sec

hot sauce gantoms - low 
intensity, trees in 

5 (dance 1) deer entrance *add gantoms here*
entrance of deer 

2-3

gantom additon in a pale tone 
FL extension for deer hopping 

onto the platform 

6
Shakuntala's intimate dance (pump out) world fades away 
into lush green daylight

Offstage voice at the end of Dance 
#1 (pg. 1) 0 (hard out)

TRX trees in R 321, FL in both 
warm and cool, Aura TL in 

green 

7
Deer alone in lush green forest with warm down light *more 
shadowy* pg. 2 with solo entrance of the deer

soft fade in 
4 sec

TRX trees in R 90, FL in both 
warm and cool, TL in warm, FL 

extension needed 
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8 Focus light on forest light the vine ( back stage right pillar) pg. 4 "Friends look"
soft build 
in intensity rogue

9
Out of forest light, dim on the girls and strong FL on king 
(acting area 1) pg. 4 King's line "Shakuntala" 2 fade out

out on rogue, FL addition in 
acting area 1 

10 out with end of King's aside 

11
(Dance #2) Shakuntala is being attacked by a bee. Rogues 
with spiraling gobo texture to show chaos pg. 5 with sound cue for Dance #2 2

rogues (more warm) focus pal 
#23, preset #1 in orange 

12
(Dance 2) decrease rogues in intensity as the King emerges 
(acting areas 1, 3, 5) pg. 5 King's line "Bee, you touch" 2

intensify FL on King in acting 
areas 1, 3, 5

13 (Dance 2) out on King acting areas "truly blessed" 2

14
Fade out rogues with end of dance 2 and restore FL and 
original forest look end of dance #2 4 recall from cue 7

15

(spotlight) on Shakuntala talking about the forest forbidding 
her attraction to the King  *blocking of Shakuntala next to 
downstage left pillar ACTING AREA 1* pg. 6 "who you are?" 2

FL intensity on acting area 7, 
decrease warmth in the rest of 

the space *shadowy cool is 
fine*

16 out on Shakuntala pg. 7 "forbid!" 2
FL intensity out, recall from cue 

7

17
Voices in the air with an offstage voice is heard warning the 
community that of the King's hunt Pg.9 "People of the forest" 1

Gold auras in col pal #3, foc pal 
#10

18 Out with end of voices pg. 9 1 out, recall from cue 16

19
Shakuntala and her friends are peacefully sitting in the midst 
of the beautiful lush green forest, the air is warm  1.2 pg. 10 top of scene 3 recall from cue 6
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20
Dance #3 Shakuntala and friends dance about young love 
and youth Pg. 12 with sound cue for Dance #3 3

maintain FL system with aura's 
in a rosy pink, OR cool down 
light, gantoms in a dim cool 

blue white, trees in pale pink 

21
Dance #3 fades out and the stage is restored to the lush 
green forest

Pg. 12 with fade out of sound cue 
Dance #3 3

recall from cue 19 add a mix of 
the warm and cool DL and FL

22

The world around Shakuntala dims slightly, her face is 
illuminated by a soft pale pink light as she finds to words to 
express her love for the King *standing and sitting* Post "I will take your advice." pg. 12 3

Rogue 132, Either pink shining 
from rouge or aura 

downsystem in pale pink 
(romantic) (R 33)

23
Fade out on previous cue as Shakuntala pauses after 
expressing her love.  Forest is in evening light 

Pg. 13 on "Please tell me if you like 
it" 1 recall from cue 21

24

Dance #4 Shakuntala and the King engage in a flirtacious 
dance, to them no time has passed but the ground is cool and 
night has fallen P. 15 with sound cue Dance #4

Auras in R 355 or 353, FL 
system cool, trees should be 

purple 

25
Dance #4 magic has pumped out with Shakuntala's mother's 
voice pg. 15 on "dear child" 0 moonlight look

26 God light P. 16 "KING!" 0 auras in foc pal #10 and col pal 
#3

27 God light out and moonlight in p. 16 "I am on my way!" 5
aura out and transition back to 

moonlight

28
Dance #5 Shakuntala and the King meet in secret at twilight.  
The forest is a dark yet romantic in shades of blue and purple P. 17 3 no gantoms 

29
Dance #5 close in scene as Shakuntala and the King move 
toward the platform in laying down scene (back lighting) P. 17 2-3

dance purple *recall from cue 
2*

30
Dance #5 fades to black and Shakuntala and the King draw 
close Pg. 17 3-4 black out
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31
Shakuntala's friends are gathering flowers in daylight, lush 
green 1.3 pg. 17 5 recall from cue 6 

32 Shakuntala is cursed (room becomes cooler) pg. 17 "do you?" 1 uses auras 

33 out of curse with end of sound cue 

34

A few months have passed, the colors of the morning/sunrise 
surround the stage in preparation of Shakuntala's bittersweet 
departure 2.1 pg. 19 5

warm and cool DL, green 
texutre and paler amber or 

more apricot trees, FL system 
cool stronger than warm FL 

EXTENSION NEEDED

35

Dance #6 Shakuntala's friends and family adorns her, she is 
illuminated in pinky lavender light.  It is a beautiful moment 
as they share tears of happiness and sorrow Pg. 22 with sound cue of Dance #6 3 pale apricot on the gantoms 

36
Dance #6 ends yet the forest maintains the beauty of this 
scene

Pg. 22 fade out with sound cue of 
Dance #6 and entrance of her 
father 

slow fade 
out out on gantoms

37
Green trees grow in intensity when KANVA refers to the trees 
when they ask for her blessing

pg. 24 "give her your blessing now" 
with bird sound cue 3 trees in green

38

A voice in the air is heard, blessing Shakuntala from above.  
Golden light streams down above them as a sign from the 
gods Pg. 24 "my her path" 2 Center Aura in gold

39 God light fades out and green tries restored after the blessing Pg. 24 as Shakuntala bows 3
recall from cue 33 with warm 

DL 

40 Illuminate forest light with texture and gobbo Pg. 25 "here she is" 2 ROGUE

41 fade of forest light pg. 25 "but into who's care will" 3 out
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42

Fade out of the daylight forest.  Shakuntala and her mother 
entering the storm.  Deep blue and cold white light as 
lightning flashes and fog fills the stage.  Shakuntala treks 
through the water, even the trees are cold. FOG ROLL IN 
BEFORE ENTRANCES pg. 29~ 

step based effects in cold white 
and blue light only in the corner 

entrance, dark on the rest of 
the stage

43 Shakuntala arrives at the palace, very gold. 2.2 pg. 29 4

FL extension, dimly with warm 
backlight and warm TL as well 

NO TREES 

44
Slow fade out of the palace with lingering BL, The guard and 
the fisherman warm outside daytime 6-7

daytime look for palace, still 
warm 

45
Exit guard and fisherman, King's monologue, darken and 
enclose around the King pg. 34 with exit of the guard 3

just pillar area with auras in a 
large pool of light and FL warm 

46 blackout??

47

(dance #6) Shakuntala is illuminated CS infront of the deer.  
Top light providing structure to her symmetrical figure 
alluding to the top of show dance color. GOLD FL as well to 
see her smile 2.3A pg. 34

gold back light from aura, with 
cool FL ? 

48 (dance #6) widen acting spaces on entrance of the deer expanding 

49

(dance #6) dimmly and slowly build the gantoms in hot sauce 
but more orange as the chase between the animals begins 
(still a joyful tone) 2.3A as son stands up add gantoms 

50

(dance #6) fade out of dance scene as Shakuntala exits and 
fade into daylight in the forest  + add growing tree light (pre 
entrance of King) 2.3A

TRX trees in R321 + green 
texture with FL system + warm 
DL (rouges for growing trees?)

51
emphasis on illuminating shakuntala as she enters into the 
forest to meet the King again pg. 39 "I wish it were possible"

acting area 9, build FL extension 
and DL warm extension

52 out on shakuntala 

53
(Dance #7) Lavender and mayan sun toplight mix (maybe 
gantom addition) Pg. 41 with sound cue Dance #7 

hot sauce auras or front 2 pillar 
gantoms
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54 Dance #7 scene closes in on Shakuntala in dance purple

55 (Dance #7) fade to black as Shakuntala's final spin

56 Bows + red bucket speech 


